Specif ications
Water prooﬁng

Total length

IPX8

←

80cm ( 31" 5/8 )

←

Earphone
/ AV output terminal

φ3.5 mini jack ( stereo )
※Video + Audio output

←

φ3.5 mini jack ( Monaural ) ※Plug-in-power

←

Dedicated jack

←

[704 x 480], [640 x 480], [320 x 240], [160 x 128]

←

[High], [Standard], [Low]

←

Terminal

150cm ( 59" 1/4 )

←

-

300cm ( 9' 10" 3/8 )

DC-IN terminal

-

500cm ( 16' 5" 3/8 )

Resolution ( W x H )

80cm = 115g ( 4.1oz )

←

Video quality

150cm = 150g ( 5.3 oz )

←

Recording speed

[25fps], [15fps], [5fps], [3fps], [1fps]

←

-

300cm = 220g ( 7.4 oz )

Recording mode

[Video + Audio], [Video only], [Audio only]

←

-

500cm = 310g ( 10.9 oz )

[Counter], [Clock]

←

Brightness on LCD

11 levels adjustable

←

Exposure

13 levels adjustable

←

Continuous overwrite recording

-

Recording for every 128MB by overwriting from old ﬁle

Schedule recording

-

Max. 10 patterns
( Date, day of the week, Time combined )

Start recording by REC button at power OFF

←

Selectable auto shut down in ﬁve minutes

←

[x1/2], [Standard], [x2], [x4], [x8]

←

[Oﬀ], [10sec.], [30sec.], [1min.], [3min.], [5min.]

←

[English], [Japanese], [Korean]

←

DC 3.7V ( Battery charging )
DC 5.0V ( AC adapter operation )

←

2.8W ( Battery charging )
4.5W ( AC adapter operation )

←

Detachable Lithium ion battery

←

Nominal voltage

3.7V

←

Rating capacity

1660mAh

←

43g ( 1.5 oz )

←

Dimension ( W x H x D )

39 x 78 x 9 mm ( 1 1/2" x 3 1/8" x 3/8" )

←

Power supply through AC power to recorder

←

Main unit

External mic input terminal
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Mass ( Approx. )

for Professional Use

Time display

Recorder
Dimension

Diameter : 20mm

Length : 84.8mm

←

3.8mm

Focal length

←
Setting menu

Camera head
Lens section

Horizontal angle of view

53.4°

←

Vertical angle of view

40.0°

←

Manual

←

One-push recording

0.5m to ∞ ( Factory setting )

←

Power OFF

1/4"CCD image sensor

←

Playback speed

Total number of pixels

470,000 pixels

←

Power save mode

Eﬀective number of pixels

440,000 pixels

←

Language

2 lx

300cm : 3lx, 500cm : 4lx

Focus adjustment
Shooting area
Image pick-up device

Camera section

←

2.0

F number

Minimum illumination
White balance
Electronic shutter
Resolution

Auto / Fixed

←

1/50 to 1/100,000 sec.

←

Horizontal : 480TV lines Vertical : 420TV lines

←

48dB or more

←

2.2" full color TFT LCD (QVGA)

←

Monaural microphone

←

S/N ratio
LCD monitor
Built-in microphone

Power supply

Power consumption
Type

Battery pack
Weight ( Approx. )

SD memory card
SDHC memory card

←

.asf

←

Battery detached

In critical situations, when recording the event or circumstances is

File format
Moving image compression format

Compliant with MPEG4

←

Power supply

required, the SUV-Cam makes it easy to capure and exhange digital

Audio compression format

Compliant with G.726

←

Output

Video output

NTSC/PAL ( Switchable on setting menu )

←

Weight ( Approx. )

115g ※Excluding the power code

←

Audio input

Input impedance 2.2kΩ or more

←

Dimension ( W x H x D )

53 x 76 x 26 mm ( 2 1/8" x 3" x 1" )

←

38mW＋38mW ( Audio : Monaural )
Load impedance 16Ω

←
Operating temperature

0℃ to 40℃
( Camera head section : -10℃ to 50℃ )

←

Operating humidity

10％ to 80％

←

information with others. It's a professional's video tool.

AC 100−250V
DC 5.0V

Want to record and share an exciting experience

←

50−60Hz

←

2.0A

or visually impressive scene ?

AC adapter
Recorder

Main unit

Audio output
USB port
Mass ( Approx. )

●SUV-Cam is perfect when you need to set the camera in unusual circumstances or you want to record with
your hands occupied.

for Personal Use

Main unit

Power section
Recording media

Use

Dimension ( W x H x D )

USB 2.0 Full Speed

←

130g ( 4.6 oz ) *Battery attached

←

56 x 102 x 30 mm ( 2 1/4" x 4" x 1 1/8" )
※Excluding the projection part

Operating
environment

It's the perfect visual gear for athletes of all types.

Design and speciﬁcations are sujbect to change without prior notice.
←

●It doesnʼt matter whether you are on four wheels, two wheels, go-karting, on-road or oﬀ-road;
the SUV-Cam can record your actual run, exactly as you experience it.

Optional accessories

●Sharing the experience of one person to train the rest of the organization is especially important when it
involves work under diﬀ icult conditions. Everyone can learn from recorded events or procedures and be
better prepared when they have to face a similar situation. The wearable and hands-free SUV-Cam makes it
possible.
●From lessons at a driving school to actual racing, for golf lessons, or for capturing a customerʼs
experience in permanent digital images, the SUV-Cam is the right choice.
●Make full use of the SUV-Cam as a portable and compact surveillance system, as a drive recorder, as an
inspection recording system in narrow spaces, or as an imaging solution system
under challenging conditions.

●Whatever the sport, this wearable camera can capture all the action from the playerʼs point of view.
●The possible applications for our small, lightweight and ﬂexible SUV-Cam are virtually unlimited.
Rubber camera mount Micro camera holder

Supplied accessories

Spare battery pack

External battery case

Vehicle power charger

■Recorder ■Camera head (included only in SUV-Cam Ⅱ)

Wide conversion lens

Optional lens 8.0mm

■Battery pack ■Belt clip ■AV cable ■Earphone

Proprietary pelican case

As an on-board camera, as a helmet camera ...
from personal use to industrial use ... the latest generation
of micro video camera system from ELMO

■USB cable

■Silicone case (included only in SUV-Cam Professional ) ■AC adapter ■Instruction manual

For SD (SDHC) card compatiblity and accessories information, visit

●The SUV-Camʼs digital images can easily be copied to DVD media for your friends and associates to enjoy.
It is easy to put your most recent race or exciting sports experience on your blog or personal web page.

http://elmo.co.jp/suv-cam/en

SD logo and SDHC logo are trademarks.

The ELMO Products comply

［Micro surveillance camera］

［Built-in camera］

［Inspection recording system］

［On-site recording camera］

for Professional Use

［Special point of view camera］
Printed in Japan(A)3/2008

［On-board camera ］

［Training camera ］

［Outdoor ﬁeld camera ］

Motor sports recording

Recording for image training

Recording where hands-free operation is required

Want to record and share an exciting
experience or visually impressive scene ?
It's the perfect visual gear for athletes of all types.

Record the special situation
Easily record the images thought to be diﬀicult to shoot

When the situation is critical and seconds
count, it is ready at the push of a button...
a professional’s video tool.

Portable Video recorder
By using the MPEG4 recording format in a portable video recorder the size of a mobile phone,
DVD picture quality and long recording times are possible.
Recorder

MENU button

Power/HOLD button

ENTER button
2.2inch TFT Liquid crystal display
Record button

Built-in microphone

［SDHC card support ］
SDHC

Supports the new high capacity SD card standard [ SDHC ] of
2GB or more, so you can now record more of your adventures
with your SUV-Cam.

SDHC

［Improved camera head design ］
Anti-vibration
head

To protect against loss of focus caused by intense vibration,
we have employed a lens stabilizer inside the camera to
secure the lens adjustment.
※We do not guarantee that the lens will not get out-of-focus in some situations.
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Camera connection terminal

The SUV-Cam consists of a compact waterproof micro CCD camera
and palm size digital recorder that you can mount anywhere.
Whether it is in a car or motorcycle as a on-board camera, or worn
on your body or helmet. Just press the Record button and “Go”.

AV output / Earphone terminal
External mic input terminal

Camera head

Detachable battery

AC adapter terminal

84.8

External microphone

Video output

Equipped with an external mic input in
addition to the built-in mic. This allows the
ﬂexibility to place the external mic close to
the camera position for better audio
recording.

You can enjoy sharing the recorded images with your companions by simply connecting the
recorder to a TV monitor, video recorder or projector via the SUV-Camʼs AV interfaces.
The camera image can be output during recording or playback , so you can use SUV-Cam as a
live video source, connecting it to big-screen monitor or recording equipment.

New one-push recording makes your SUV-Cam even quicker and
easier to operate.
Even when the power is OFF, you can start recording just by
pressing REC button to start recording whenever you want.

White balance

Along with the Auto white balance function, we have added a
one-push ﬁxed white balance function that compensates the
color to precisely match the recording environment. Under
diﬃcult light conditions, the SUV-Cam's ﬁxed white balance
function allows faithful reproduction of your images.
■SUV-CamⅡ 80cm
Package ( recorder + 80cm camera )
■SUV-CamⅡ 150cm
Package ( recorder + 150cm camera )
※300cm, 500cm camera heads can not be used with SUV-CamⅡrecorder

All dimensions in mm

Along with the basic functions of SUV-Cam Ⅱ, SUV-Cam Professional
includes support for longer camera cables, schedule recording and
continuous overwrite recording for use as a portable surveillance
system or as a monitoring camera for industrial applications.

All dimensions in mm

Waterproof micro camera
with heavy-duty speciﬁcations

［Max. 5m cable length ］

Shock resistant SD/SDHC card storage
for reliable high capacity recording

The camera is housed in a cylindrical stainless-steel body that is compact
and waterproof to the depth of 40m ( 132ft. ). Designed for rigorous
personal or professional use, it can withstand pressure up to 930kgf
(2046lbs). The standard lens achieves the same wide angle view as a 35mm
f ilm camera.

More reliable than hard drive storage systems, SD/SDHC cards have been adopted for
SUV-Cam. Simply insert the card into a PC for quick transfer or playback of ﬁles with
Windows Media Player.
※SD ( SDHC ) card is optional
※Windows Media Player is a
trademark of Microsoft corporation

24h

※Measured at ELMO internal test
※The test data do not guarantee similar performance under similar actual
※environmental conditions.

Select the cable and camera head for the SUV-Cam that meets
your requirements, then mount it where itʼ s diﬃcult or
impractical to use a conventional video camera. Two types of
camera cables are available for SUV-Cam Ⅱ, four types of
camera cables for SUV-Cam Professional.

Recording mode : Video + Audio
Recording speed

Resolution

Quality
25 frames/s

704×480

640×480

320×240

160×128

15 frames/s

5 frames/s

3 frames/s

1 frame/s

High

2h14m

3h43m

10h52m

17h39m

Standard

2h33m

4h14m

12h21m

20h

52h35m

Low

2h58m

4h56m

14h18m

23h04m

59h30m

High

2h58m

4h56m

14h18m

23h04m

59h30m

Standard

3h34m

5h54m

17h

27h14m

68h31m

Low

4h27m

7h20m

20h56m

33h15m

80h45m

High

4h27m

7h20m

20h56m

33h15m

80h45m

Standard

5h54m

9h42m

27h14m

42h39m

98h18m

Low

8h45m

14h18m

38h59m

59h30m

125h37m

High

17h

27h14m

68h31m

98h18m

173h55m

Standard

22h13m

35h11m

84h31m

117h27m

192h26m

Low

32h04m

49h41m

110h17m

145h52m

215h20m

※Actual recording time and size of data varies depending on the kind of SD card and its supplier
※Recording time is proportional to the capacity of an SD card
※Recording time may be diﬀerent according to the object of shooting

47h06m

Cable and Camera Heads for Use with Both SUV-Cams

Total length : 80cm for wearable or mounted use
Total length : 150cm for wearable or on-board use

For Use Only with the SUV-Cam Professional
※The picture is SUV-Cam Ⅱ
※The images on LCD are simulated

Total length : 300cm for various industrial and commercial uses
Total length : 500cm for the use when extended wiring is needed

［Continuous overwrite recording ］

Continuous overwrite
recording

SUV-Cam professional supports continuous overwrite recording
that is a must feature for surveillance recording.
This function is eﬀective when you need to keep recording until a
speciﬁc even or problem has occurred; such as, for a production
management task or security operation.
※Making the recorded ﬁles every 128MB, the SUV-Cam Professional continues to
record by overwriting the old ﬁles when the SD card reaches capacity.

Selectable camera cable
SD card capacity [ 4GB ]

When temporary operating conditions or ﬁxed installations
require longer camera cables, 300cm and 500cm camera heads
are available for the SUV-Cam Professional. It can also use the
SUV-Camʼs original 80cm and 150cm cameras. Chose the type
of camera heads that meets your usage demands.

Long cable

［Fixed white balance function ］

＋−

SD card slot

USB terminal
30

We have made the SUV-Cam is as simple as possible in both recording and playback
operations . . . “Quick & Easy” means all main functions can be managed with only six buttons.
Start recording from stand-by (live view mode) with one-push after start-up.
You can easily operate the SUV-Cam even when you are wearing gloves. The “Hold” feature
prevents interruption of recording by miss-handling during intense or extreme movements.
Itʼs possible to view the recorded audio and video whenever or wherever you like.

［One-push recording ］

Quick start

WB

Hands-free recording

Φ20

ELMO's SUV-Cam's advance features received high commendation from
athletes worldwide when it was ﬁrst introduced.
Now, its usability and functionality are advanced further through extended
recording capacity on SDHC cards, quick one-push recording, and a new lens
support design that resists vibration.

Detachable holder

56

Quick recording and
quick viewing

Cursor move
( FF/RW ) buttons

［Schedule recording ］
REC
Schedule
recording

Schedule recording is ready for SUV-Cam Professional. Up to 10
patterns can be set for schedule recording on a speciﬁc day of
the week, for repetitive recording in certain period, on a
designated day of the week or a certain period within one week.
Combined with continuous overwrite recording or intermittent
recording, SUV-Cam Professional can be managed as a portable
surveillance camera system.
■SUV-Cam Professional Recorder
■Camera head 80cm
150cm
300cm
500cm
※Recorder and camera head are sold separately

